In this article the convexity theorem of de Leeuw [2, p. 194 ] is derived by a systematic application of the theory of Banach algebras; the "complex variables" aspect is thereby considerably reduced. The proof can be even further simplified in the case of compact Reinhardt domains in C".
de Leeuw's theorem may be stated as follows: G is an abelian group with a finite set of generators {Xi, x2, ■ • • , x"}, T the dual group of G, and 77 the semigroup generated by the set given, not necessarily including the unit of H. Theorem. T ■ T contains the Silov boundary of ithe bounded homomorphisms of) P(77).
Proof. Lemma 1. Let 9, a be representations of H, with \d\ *£1, ararf/££(77). Then \ (ad, f)\ g sup7er | (ya, f)\.
Proof.
Consider a-f and 6a-f as elements of the subalgebrâ i(77)C/i(G); the number on the right is just the spectral radius of a-f in this algebra, the number on the left is at most the spectral radius of the latter. Moreover the mapping g^>9-g, g£P(/7), is a norm decreasing endomorphism of £(77), so it does not increase the spectral radius, whence Lemma 1 follows. 
Corollary

Addendum.
In the case that 77 is the additive semigroup of 5-tuples of positive integers, one observes that it is sufficient to consider compact sets T whose coordinates are bounded away from zero, that is, {</>-1: <£££} is compact. Extend T to the group of lattice points and proceed as in Lemma 4.
